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Abstract 

Information security has always been a topic of concern in the world as an emphasis on new techniques to secure 
the identity of a legitimate user is regarded as top priority. To counter such an issue, we have a traditional way of 
authentication factors “what you have” and “what you know” in the form of smart cards or passwords respectively. 
But biometrics is based on the factor “who are you” by analyzing human physical or behavioral characteristics. 
Biometrics has always been an efficient way of authorization and is now considered as a $1500 million industry 
where fingerprints dominate the biometrics while iris is quickly emerging as the most desirable form of biometric 
technique.  

The main goal of this thesis is to compare and evaluate different biometrics techniques in terms of their purpose, 
recognition mechanism, market value and their application areas. Since there are no defined evaluating criteria, my 
method of evaluation was based on a literature survey from internet, books, IEEE papers and technical surveys. 
Chapter 3 is focused on different biometrics techniques where I discuss them briefly but in chapter 4, I go deeper 
into Iris, fingerprints, facial techniques which are prominent in biometrics world. Lastly, I had a general assessment 
of the biometrics, their future growth and suggested specific techniques for different environment like access 
controls, e-commerce, national ids, and surveillance. 
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 Abstract 

Information security has always been a topic of concern in the world as an emphasis on new techniques to 
secure the identity of a legitimate user is regarded as top priority. To counter such an issue, we have a 
traditional way of authentication factors “what you have” and “what you know” in the form of smart cards or 
passwords respectively. But biometrics is based on the factor “who are you” by analyzing human physical or 
behavioral characteristics. Biometrics has always been an efficient way of authorization and is now considered 
as a $1500 million industry where fingerprints dominate the biometrics while iris is quickly emerging as the 
most desirable form of biometric technique.  

The main goal of this thesis is to compare and evaluate different biometrics techniques in terms of their 
purpose, recognition mechanism, market value and their application areas. Since there are no defined 
evaluating criteria, my method of evaluation was based on a literature survey from internet, books, IEEE 
papers and technical surveys. Chapter 3 is focused on different biometrics techniques where I discuss them 
briefly but in chapter 4, I go deeper into Iris, fingerprints, facial techniques which are prominent in biometrics 
world. Lastly, I had a general assessment of the biometrics, their future growth and suggested specific 
techniques for different environment like access controls, e-commerce, national ids, and surveillance. 
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Chapter 1: Overview of the thesis  

 

1.1 Aim of the Thesis: 

Protected information systems are extremely critical in today’s world from business to the general society like 

it can be in banking sector, industrial plants, medical systems, physical security or forensic sciences for 

enforcing law and order. Thus, it is important that the legitimate user is identified or provided the correct 

access to his relevant data. This can be done by an accurate authentication procedure, ruling out the chances 

of impersonation and ultimately securing the information system, as a whole. One such authentication 

process is biometrics, where the user is identified by his physiological or behavioral characteristics. The 

techniques used in biometrics over the years have been fingerprint verification, iris pattern analysis, retina 

analysis, facial analysis, hand geometry-vein patterns, ear recognition, DNA pattern analysis, handwritten 

signature verification, keystroke analysis, speech analysis etc. With the advancement of technology, all these 

techniques are getting further refined and sophisticated with ever grown demand. Hence it is imperative that 

these methods should be evaluated from time to time and assessed accordingly for their application areas. 

My aim of this thesis is to evaluate biometrics current situation by classifying and comparing different 

biometry systems and techniques over the years.  

1.2 Structure of the Thesis  

Since there is no standardized model criteria to evaluate the biometrics’ techniques, my method for this thesis 

was based on the intensive literature survey of various books and information available on the internet, in the 

form of articles, technical reports, papers and comparison studies. Also I have assessed different techniques 

and have provided the recommendations for different environments in the last chapter.  

1.3 Introduction to Biometrics 

Biometrics is an authentication method to authorize the legitimate user. The Biometric Consortium website 

defines biometrics as “automated methods of recognizing a person based on a physiological or behavioral 

characteristic” [3]. 

Authentication means to establish the truth attribute of any entity or a person. US Committee on National 

Security Systems (CNSSI) defined authentication in their National Information Systems Security Glossary (NSTISSI No. 

4009) as “Security measure designed to establish the validity of a transmission, message, or originator, or a means of 

verifying an individual's authorization to receive specific categories of information [4]. 

 In today’s world human authentication is used for various purposes like in banking for financial transactions, 

IT security, and health care for correct patient history, forensic issues, law and order to punish the correct 

person, door or gate access control and perhaps many more. Conventionally a person is authorized or verified 

through three kinds of authentication factors criteria that are: 
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(1) “What you have” – something which you posses for your identification. It can be magnetic stripe cards, 

smart card, optical card, tokens, keys etc. Such can kind of authentication is made through the proof of 

possession. 

 

(2) “What you know” – This kind of authentication is knowledge based which can be something which you 

already have in your mind like passwords, key codes, PIN, your ID number etc. 

 

(3) “Who are you” – This authentication factor involves you as the concerned one, whom you are claiming 

to be. This kind of claim can be verified through biometrics by identifying or verifying on his/her unique 

physiological or behavioral characteristics. 

There are two types of biometrics recognition systems which are based on physical and behavioral human 

features.  Some of the physiological systems involve:  

 finger prints  

 iris  

 retina  

 hand geometry  

 DNA 

While the behavioral identification system concentrates on traits like:  

 Signature verification 

 Hand writing skills 

 Voice recognition 

 Keystroke 

The physiological biometrics systems are more precise and in demand than behavioral systems but at the 

same time more expensive and logistically large. 

1.4 Brief History of Biometrics  

Biometrics systems are used for the automated verification of a person through his unique physiological or 

behavioral characteristics.  In today’s world, there are many techniques which are followed to authenticate 

the rightful user like the use of passwords, tokens, RFID cards etc but they are mostly protected  and kept as 

secret but not in the case of biometrics authentication as those concerned humans characteristics are explicit 

and  revealing. More ever, they are most likely will remain as permanent for ever thus making biometrics 

authentication systems as quite feasible and trustworthy. 

Biometrics is the combination of two Greek words “bio =life” and “metrics =measure” *1+. Throughout of 

human history, there has been need of an acceptable identification system for all kind of issues. Be it official 

requirement, signature or business deal. With the advent of computer technology, in the other half of 20th 

century, biometrics system has turned out to be the most reliable and sophisticated identification and 

verification system and have turned out to be an integral part of information security.  
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By looking at the history, one of the oldest and perhaps the simplest method of authentication through 

physical appearance was the facial look but it had the limitation of remembrance with the ever increasing 

number of people. So there was always the need of additional authentication techniques such as finger 

printing, which became a quite common and widely accepted official recognition system, while making 

transactions or dealing with in the business, not just in the past two centuries but by the ancient Babylonians, 

Egyptians and Chinese as well, long time back.  

However, not before then late 19th century, formal use of finger prints became quite known to the world, as it 

sorted out finger prints for one- to-many searching criteria hence making it as an identification system and laid 

foundation for latest automated finger print biometric systems in years to come. With the classification of 

finger printing by Henry system, New York State Prison in 1903, start of using finger printing as well. By late 

1970’s, US top agencies like CIA and DoD (Department of Defense) incorporated finger recognition technology 

to guard the access of their sensitive installations like nuclear plants and the other restricted facilities [9].  

In 1936, Iris pattern identification concept was introduced for the first time although the real work and 

practical use in this method is just now within last few years or so only [13]. 

The other common methods for biometrics have been hand geometry, retina scanning, speech, signature, 

DNA etc. In 1858, Sir William Herschel recorded hand print of concerned employees at the back page of their 

contract, in order to distinguish them with the other employees on the salary day. 

1.5 Why Biometrics as an Authentication Procedure? 

Biometrics has been generally used for forensics issues but with the advent of computer technology in the last 

20 years or so automated biometrics are now been used for gaining access to secure information systems, 

highly sensitive installations like nuclear plants, labs etc where  physical appearance of a person is a must.  

People are authorized to enter public or private domains such as banks, hospitals, and governmental 

departments, airports through their ID cards, PIN or some special visiting cards, which they have to carry or 

remember for their identification. Although this may sound quite easy and convenient but however, it may 

have serious repercussions in terms of security compromise. ID or any kind of identifying card can be stolen, 

duplicated, passwords can be forgotten, changed or hacked, which may result in serious security breach, not 

just for the victim but for the whole organization itself. An unauthorized person or imposter if allowed in 

restricted area of an airport or public place can expose the chances of terrorism. Similarly, in sensitive data 

centers unauthorized access are strictly forbidden since data can be modified or stolen by an unwanted 

intruder if access control in terms of physical as well as data is not adequately applied. Fraudulent methods for 

credit card identity theft are already on rise causing major blows to banking sector. 

As per the year 2009, Identity Theft Statistics conducted by Javelin Strategy and Research, identity theft in US is on 

the rise [5]. Some of the stats are summarized below: 

 4.81% from total US population has been a victim of identity theft [5] 

 Total fraudulent amount rose to 54 Billion dollars from 48 Billion in 2008 [5] 

 In their latest statistics for 2010, US victim % has been increased by 12% since 2008 [5]. 
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A study conducted by financial data experts Moneyfacts in 2006, on more than 800 students at the University 

of East Anglia, UK through an online survey, proved the vulnerabilities of possible identity theft with the first 

two authentication methods described earlier [6]. Some of their findings are summarized below: 

 27% of the university students tend to keep the record of their PIN in their wallets, cell phone or their 

computer [6]. 

 46% of them allow their closed ones, which include family members or close acquaintances to use their 

bank cards in case of emergency [6]. 

 10% have personally experienced identity theft in the form of stolen ID/PIN cards, fraud bank 

transactions withdrawal [6].   

Similarly, EU study in their Eurobarometer 2006 report concluded that, 61% of the EU population believed that 

identity fraud is a threat and spread all over their country [7]. 

Also, Swedish local.se on July 20th, 2009 reported a dramatic rise in identity theft as per a survey conducted 

the same year [8]. According the survey, there was 79% increase in identity theft over the last three years [8] 

IT biometric system uses different types of sensors, cameras, micro phone to quantize the obtained readings 

into a unique digital format, for every user and then compare that quantized data with the database, which it 

already has it. If the user is new then his data is enrolled in the system as new digital template. In other words, 

we can say that the password or tokens are replaced by physical attributes of a person to gain access or for 

identification purposes.  
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Chapter 2: Biometrics System and Criteria 

 

In this chapter, I have discussed the high level architecture of a biometric system with its operational modes 

and later the seven main criteria for a biometric system. 

2.1 Biometric System Operational Modes 

There are two operational modes in biometric authentication. First one is the enrollment process, where the 

person’s information is stored in the system for the first time, if the user is new to the system while the other 

mode is the authentication process. Authentication process itself is further divided into two processes, as 

discussed below. These two processes are: 

2.1.1 Identification  

Identification in biometrics is the process where a user’s extracted template is compared against every 

template in the database. Result can be the user’s ID match or simply NO match. The database might be in the 

biometric system itself or linked with any remote central database.  

2.1.2 Verification 

Verification is the process of validating the user what he is claiming himself. The user can claim his identity by 

specifying his name or ID number. So the comparison is only made against that template and upon matching 

with the credentials already stored in the database, a user is verified. The result is simply either true or false.  

2.2 Biometrics Architecture  

Common Criteria Biometric Evaluation Methodology Working Group in their report Biometric Evaluation 

Methodology published in 2002 divides a biometric system into four main components, as described in the 

figure [1]. They are: 

2.2.1 Capture 

Capture is the attainment of a raw biometric sample which can be the user’s first contact with a biometric 

system through a user interface [11]. It can be any physiological capture or an acquisition of behavioral 

characteristic of a person [11]. The design of the user interface depends upon the nature of the biometric 

system. 

2.2.2 Extract 

The unique feature is extracted from the captured raw sample in this component depending upon the quality 

obtained from the capture component. If the quality is not up to mark, then the process of capture has to be 

repeated again. The quality of the uniqueness extracted from the sample should be high since it later affects 

the correctness of the system (false match rate) [11]. 
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2.2.3 Template 

The extracted sample is saved in a template against the user’s credentials which can be the user’s name, ID or 

any relevant information. This is enrolment mode. While for verification or identification modes, the new 

template is matched with the templates already saved in the database of the system accordingly. 

2.2.4 Database 

The fourth component of the biometric system itself is a database where all the information in the form of 

templates is stored. Comparison against templates is made similarly, for authentication mode, or if the sample 

is new to the system, then that sample along with its relevant information is saved in the database. Upon 

successful verification, the user is given access to proceed ahead, as per the defined policy management in the 

database system [11]. Database can be stored directly in the memory of the system or there might be a 

central database for remote verifications, if the users are distributed.  

  

  

  

User 

 

       

Fig [1] Architecture of a Biometric System [10][11] 

 

2.3 Threats 

Just like any IT system, a biometric system can be vulnerable to attacks and threats especially if the system is 

distributed and linked with the core database remotely. Threats like eavesdropping, replay attack by playing 

the same pattern again and again, jamming device and other physical attacks. So it is essential for any 

biometric system to have an appropriate security apparatus installed in and around it. Some of these threats 

are: 

 Intrusion 

 Denial of Service 

 Exposure of Information 

•Identification 

•Verficiation 
Compare 

•Yes or No 

 
Access 
Policy 

•New sample 

 
Enrolment 

   Capture 
Extract 

Template 

creattion 
Database 
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 Unauthorized use of resources 

 Misuse of resources  

 User/Policy Management threat 

 Unauthorized Information Flow 
 

2.4 Biometric Requirement Criteria  

When we have to evaluate any IT system, then we are required to assess its properties with respect to the 

functional requirements and assurance that whether the system is meeting the specified requirements or not. 

It is an important objective for any kind of evaluating criteria to help the intended consumers to know the 

performance of their desired system. There have been no classified evaluation criteria for biometrics yet. 

Various reports, articles has been written over it but only as an individual suggestions or recommendations 

but international biometrics group has so far not adopted any standardized criterion. 

 Jain, Anil K. Bolle, Ruud Pankanti, Sharath in their book, Biometrics: Personal Identification in Networked 

Society proposes seven criteria which every biometric technique should have it, they are: 

1. Universality 

Each person should have the biometric characteristics. 

2. Distinctiveness/Uniqueness 

No two persons should be the same in the terms of the biometric individuality and the result of the biometric 

system should be unique as well for every individual.  

3. Permanence (permanent) 

 The biometric characteristics should be sufficiently invariant (constant), that is, permanent over a time. 

4. Collectability 

 The biometric can be measured quantitatively or with some sensing device. 

5. Performance 

Achievable recognition accuracy, speed, robustness of technology used. The resource requirements to get the 

desired recognition accuracy and speed, as well as operational or environmental factors that affect the 

recognition accuracy and speed. Minimum authentication time is desirable and low tolerance rate for both 

FAR and FRR. 

6. Acceptability 

 People are willing to accept a particular biometric identifier in their daily lives; or degree of approval of a 

technology. It should be convenient to use, user friendly, ethical. 

7. Circumvention Proof 
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System should be well proof against fraudulent methods to gain people’s trust and reliable. This can be done 

by good security algorithms and maximum anti intrusion mechanism installed in the system. 

Jain, Anil K. Bolle, Ruud Pankanti, Sharath in their book, compares different biometric techniques based on the 

7 criteria’s as: 

 

 

Fig [9] Biometric Technologies Comparison [10] 
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Chapter 3: Biometrics Techniques 

 

In this chapter, I will be briefly discussing different biometric techniques which are in used over the years. 

Chapter 4 will compromised of the techniques which are to be discussed in detail. 

3.1 Biometric through an Eye  

Biometric verification can be done through an eye which is considered as the most reliable authentication 

procedure to date, with almost zero false accepting rates. It is a relatively new technology as compared to the 

other leading biometric techniques such as finger printing. Authentication can be done through two means in 

an eye, that is, either iris or retina. As per the Fig [2], structure of an eye:  

 

 

 

Fig [2] Anatomy of an Eye [12] 

1) Iris – Iris is a colored muscle that that surrounds the pupil inside an eye. 

2) Retina – Retina is the back portion of an eye having unique blood vessels and nerve pattern. Some of 

these nerves are directly connected with the brain. 

For complete biometric recognition methods, I will be discussing each field separately. 

3.2 Iris 

Iris is a colored pigmented tissue, normally blue, brown and green, found outside the pupil to regulate it from 

incoming rays of light. It has a totally unique pattern for every human being, thus providing us with one of the 

best recognition methods to date. Iris is formed before the birth and remains intact throughout the human life 

until harmed through any physical means. 

An iris biometrics system uses a special camera to capture the sample of an iris. For the same, a person should 

have to stand in front of the camera and upmost 2 meters from the camera. The captured sample is extracted 

and compared with the other templates or simply enrolled in the database just like the normal biometric 
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recognition procedure. To prevent fake eyes, iris scanners may vary the light thrown into an eye and notice 

the pupil dilation at the same time as well [18]. 

Eye glasses and contact lenses posses no problems in live image capture and this method has gained 

popularity after the expiration of restrictive patent of Dr Flom and Safir in 2005, as more companies have 

come up with their own extraction algorithms and iris recognition methods [13][20]. 

Julia Angwin wrote in her blog, Iris Recognition: the New Fingerprinting?, from The Wall Street Journal blog 

section, that as per the study conducted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the rate of 

false acceptance is almost zero, that is just 1 from 1.2 million, similarly zero false rejection rate, thus making it 

even better than its rival finger prints recognition [20][21]. 

3.2.1 Properties 

Some of the biometrics properties of Iris make it one of the most desirable techniques of biometrics as it 

fulfills the seven criteria of biometrics efficiently described earlier: 

Easy usage 

Iris is very much easy to use with very limited contact with the system. All a user has to do, is to position his 

eye in front of the iris device thus fulfilling the collectability criteria of the biometric system. 

Permanence/Uniqueness  

As explained earlier, iris of an eye remains intact for ever. There is no physical change with the growing age 

and even the usage of glasses or an eye lens makes no difference while scanning the iris. The FAR as per the 

figure 4, has the lowest rate as compared to other techniques, making it the best desired candidate for these 

two criteria.  

Acceptability  

Earlier there was a misconception regarding iris scanning that the infrared light from the camera used to scan 

the iris might be harmful for the eye and there was a general concern among the public or in other words, 

people were not so comfortable while using the iris the scanners but it has been proven wrong by the medical 

studies and now it is acceptable everywhere. 

Robustness 

Iris scanning hardly takes any time. It is a much more scalable and speedy form of technique with quality 

results. 

3.2.2 Applications 

Iris scan technology has been traditionally used by the law and enforcement agencies for surveillance and 

security purpose but now it’s been deployed commercially like in the case of identification, while issuing 

national ids, social security number, ATM access usage, or passenger authentication process at the airports 
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etc. Large scale deployment is taking place everywhere especially after the expiration of the Flom and Safir 

patent in 2005 and with the expiration of Dr Daugman’s patent this year in 2011, iris scan implementations are 

only going to increase as more companies have entered in this field, resulting in the improvement of the 

recognition quality, in terms of template algorithms and cameras, also lowering down the cost of the Iris scan 

system [20]. 

3.3 Retina 

Retina recognition is done by identifying unique pattern of blood vessels on the retina. The back side of the 

eye ball is called as retina as per the figure 10, special camera uses infrared light to illuminate the retina and 

unique patterns of the vessels that are computed by the software. Retina recognition is preferable for its high 

quality accuracy rate but there are also some limitations to this technology, which has not helped it to be as 

successful as fingerprints or iris techniques. 

 

Fig [10] Retina Scan Area [33] 

3.3.1 History 

Dr. Carleton Simon and Dr. Isadore Goldstein, two ophthalmologists for the first time ever gave an idea of 

retina scanning for identification but it was Robert Buzz Hill, who applied the idea into concept of retina 

recognition by a device in 1975 [33][34]. He formed a corporation EyeDentify, Inc, which released first ever 

retina scanner device in 1981 [33][34]. 

3.3.2 Recognition Mechanism  

As mentioned earlier, retina recognition is done by analyzing the unique blood vessels on the retina. These 

blood vessels are normally more absorbent to light. So when a beam of light is passed through the retina, the 

light is reflected with varied spots. These varied patterns of light are coded as a template and used for 

enrollment and verification. Robert Buzz Hill in his article, Retina Identification calls this pattern variation as 

Eye Signature [33]. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Carleton_Simon&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Isadore_Goldstein&action=edit&redlink=1
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3.3.3 Properties 

Acceptability  

Retina recognition has one of the most low acceptability issues among general public [33]. There is a common 

apprehension that retina scanning may affect the eye. 

Collectability 

Not so user friendly as compare to other recognition technologies. An user has to wait for a reasonable time 

to get his eye scanned and he has to move his eye very close to the scanning camera [34]. Also it has to do be 

done without eye glasses [33][34].  

Uniqueness 

It is one of the best methods, when it comes to the accuracy and uniqueness. 

Performance 

Highly accurate with almost zero false accepting rate.  

3.3.4 Applications 

Although the deployment is limited, nevertheless retina recognition is normally used in highly secured zones 

such as militarily installations, nuclear plants, and security agencies for authentication. 

3.3.5 Limitations 

 Diseases like cataracts and astigmatism may affect the accuracy [34]. 

 High cost [34] 

 Not so user friendly and acceptability issues. 

 

3.4 Fingerprint 

Finger printing recognition is the best established biometric system worldwide. Nearly all the global 

institutions use fingerprint as their core means of identification. Its popularity is stretched over the last 

hundred years and with the advent of computer technology, it has gained immense popularity among the 

masses because of its easy acquisition methods and uniqueness.  

3.4.1 Properties 

Uniqueness  

Fingerprints are highly unique which makes them as one of the best biometric solution for identification. No 

case of identical fingerprint of more than two people has been reported yet. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cataracts
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astigmatism
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Collectability 

Fingerprint is easy collectible where you just need to put your finger on the scanner and it hardly takes 

anytime to capture the sample. This makes fingerprinting as one of the most convenient forms of biometric 

for data collectability and acceptable among the masses. Also biometric scanners are relatively cheaper now 

and can be placed anywhere for the needful. 

Permanence 

Fingerprints remain permanent throughout the life, but any scar, cut, injury may damage the fingerprint. 

 Performance  

Performance can be analyzed through two parameters FAR and FRR and fingerprinting has 0.01% FAR and 3% 

FRR approx, as per the studies concluded, which makes it performance wise reliable and decisive.  

Circumvention 

Fingerprinting biometrics is not completely immune to the attacks.  Gummy finger technique is a way to 

deceive fingerprint scanners using a fake sample. More details regarding the gummy finger is under the 

heading “attack”. Anyways, one way to counter such problems can be the use of multiple fingers at a time for 

recognition, thus making the job much tougher for the imposter.  

3.4.2 Applications 

Fingerprint biometrics recognition has been used in all kind of applications for authentication and enjoys the 

most deployed biometric system in the world. Some of its major areas are: 

- Physical Access Control (locks, safes, door/gate locks etc) 

- Justice/ Law enforcement (forensic, criminal verifications) 

- Border Controls/ Airports 

- Healthcare Biometrics 

- Banking (financial transactions, ATM etc) 

- Mobile access (PDA and laptop finger print readers) 

- Time & Attendance  

 

3.5 Face Recognition 

Face recognition can be termed as one of the oldest forms of identification method where the concerned 

was recognized by his face. One of the problem face recognition always had to face was the limitation of 

uniqueness in facial features, since a human face can quickly change with time. Also early facial 

identification systems used to have the problems in identifying the subject correctly since human facial 

expressions tends to vary all the time. Like with a smile on the face may alter the readings. But with the 

advancement of technology in the last 20-30 years, automated facial recognition method has increasingly 
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got popular where a person can be identified from a reasonable distance using a video camera installed a 

few meters apart by image processing techniques. Face detection method is mainly used for passive 

surveillance purposes around the world where CCTV cameras are installed on many locations, from streets 

to any building entrance gate, offices etc. 

3.5.1 Properties 

Uniqueness  

No one has a similar face apart from twins in this world which makes this property of facial recognition quite 

handy for identification. Uniqueness is acknowledged as high criteria in good facial recognition system.  

Acceptability 

Acceptability is a strong property of facial biometrics system. Facial recognition has always been remained as 

the traditional way of identification. It is very easy to use with having no contact with a device. So it is well 

accepted by the public.  

Collectability 

Same like acceptability, facial recognition has high collectability proportion. The biggest advantage of face 

recognition is that it is not intrusive. In fact, facial recognition is also known as passive biometry in case of 

surveillance where the user can be identified from quite a distance and without his/her knowledge.  However, 

light issues at the background, may temper the taken image. 

Permanence 

Permanence is not a strong property for facial recognition system. Like in the case of aging, growing beard the 

recognition does become quite inflexible. 

 Performance 

Performance is relatively good but not so accurate. It has slightly more FAR, FRR than its counterpart 

fingerprints, Iris etc. 

Circumvention 

Not immune to the attacks. Fake pictures, sophisticated identical skin masks can deceive this biometry 

technology. 

 

3.5.2 Applications 

Face recognition technology is primarily used for face detection by the law and enforcement agencies. Earlier 

it was the identification through the pictures but with the advancement in technology, automated facial 

recognition is now successfully applied for the real time surveillance through a video camera in 3 D dimensions 
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environment. The most useful need of this technology is the acquisition of the image of the subject without 

his/her active involvement or even without his complete knowledge which makes the facial recognition as the 

best suited surveillance application domain technology. Main areas of the applications are: 

- Physical Access Control (locks, safes, door/gate locks/residential security etc) 

- Access to Kiosks or any type of single-sign on systems through a web cam  

- Justice/ Law enforcement (Hidden CCTV cameras) 

- Border Controls/ Correctional Offices /Airports 

- Banking (financial transactions, ATM etc) 

- Surveillance Images for missing person, children in particular, man hunt 

- Pervasive Computing (future Implementation) 

 

3.6 Signature 

Signature biometrics recognition is done by the analysis of distinctive behavioral characteristics of an 

individual signature. It dynamically measures the user’s unique style of signature, velocity, pressure, the track 

of the sign, strokes, and some other characteristics for the identification analysis. Since the characteristics are 

dynamic rather than static or geometric, the signature biometrics is also called dynamic signature biometrics. 

One important point is that they shouldn’t be confused with the digital signatures which are cryptographic 

based image capture used in banks or merchandise outlets. There is a limited and explicit use of dynamic 

signature recognition in the market so in this thesis I will be discussing it briefly. 

3.6.1 Recognition Mechanism  

Dynamic signature recognition mechanism is based on the unique characteristics like timing, strokes, speed of 

the hand etc. These characteristics vary from vendor to vendor and are normally marked as X, Y and Z. To 

acquire the signature, individual has to write his name or sign on a digital tablet where the characteristics are 

noted and extracted by the recognition system [56]. Also there are some constraints in data acquisition 

through this method like one should make sure that the signature neither is too long or short since unwanted 

data may lead to FAR and FRR [56]. Replication of these characteristics is impossible unlike the graphical 

signature which can be matched through good practice thus making dynamic signature biometrics as a useful 

method for identification.  

3.6.2 Properties 

High acceptability and collectability but generally have low grades for rest of the criterions.  

Signature recognition doesn’t perform well for many of the biometrics properties but it is easy to collect and 

acceptable by the public which makes it desirable among the general public. However, it has low rating for 

circumvention, universality, permanence which gives rise to high error rates with this method. For complete 

criteria, see the figure 9. 
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3.6.3 Applications 

Signature recognition is cheap and non intrusive. Although the technology has really not made inroads in the 

market but it does has its application in e-commerce areas such as banking, documents authorization and 

verification. 

3.7 Keystrokes 

Keystrokes biometric recognition is a relatively low profile method where recognition of any user is based on 

his unique typing patterns. It’s not what your type actually but it is how you type. The concept of keystrokes as 

identification is not new, back during Second World War II, telegraph operators were required to be identified 

first before any confidential telegraph message was to be processed [57]. It is behavioral type of biometrics 

and its implementation just requires a keyboard, for typing, and software for the collection. Keystrokes are 

much cheaper, easy to implement and collect than other orthodox biometrics, it can be collected online as 

well and user is not required to be at any specific location for the sample acquisition. It can be done by 

downloading data collecting software and using a keyboard for collecting the typing pattern of a user.  

3.7.1 Recognition Mechanism 

Recognition using this method is done by analyzing the unique typing pattern of any individual. Some of these 

typing factors are the elapsed time between the two keystrokes, that is, the time between the release of the 

first key and the depression of the second key [57]. Some of the other factors are like how long the keys are 

hold down, typing speed, finger position on the keys, pressure etc [57]. Two kinds of verifications are done 

through keystrokes, static and continuous verification. Static verification is a process of analysis of the 

keystrokes at some definite time like during login, while in continuous verification the analysis is done 

throughout the user typing session [57].  

3.7.2 Application 

There is specialized software which use keystrokes pattern for providing alternate method for authentication 

especially for web services. Some of the leading companies are Authenware Corp, Intensity Analytics, 

Probayes etc using keystrokes technology for authentication. One of the future applications can be online or 

remote voting systems using this technology since it is easy and well accepted by the people.  

3.7.3 Limitations  

Keystrokes biometrics is used for specific scenarios only, hence not so popular in the market yet. It has some 

other definite limitations like high false rate, dependant on the quality of the keyboard hardware etc. 
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Chapter 4 Deeper Study of Iris, Fingerprint & Face Recognition 

 

In this chapter iris, fingerprint and face methods will be discussed in detail with respect to their market 

growth, products, limitations, attack against the technique etc. The reason for selecting these three 

techniques only was their extensive demand worldwide and the interest from the Swedish Defense Forces in 

fingerprint, face and keystrokes recognition methods. 

4.1 Iris Recognition 

4.1.1 History 

Iris is a relatively new medium of biometry technique. One can label it as an emerging biometric technique 

over its rival finger printing. Frank Burch, an ophthalmologist, proposed an idea of recognition through Iris 

pattern for the first time ever [13]. But not before then 1985, Dr Leonard Flom and Dr Aran Safir stated that 

every person has unique iris pattern and there won’t be any two identical iris patterns *13+. Soon after, Dr 

Flom approached Dr John Daugman, a physicist and computer-vision expert, to develop a ground breaking 

algorithm for automating iris pattern into an Iris code [13]. This iris algorithm code was awarded as Dr 

Daugman patent in 1994 which will only expire this year, paving way for other companies to have their own 

code as well [13]. For now, Dr Daugman code for iris recognition is used for commercial purpose.  

4.1.2 Recognition Mechanism  

Iris biometric systems use high quality infrared cameras to capture a black and white high resolution 

photograph of an iris. The infrared red light used is harmless to the eye. The person should be facing the 

camera lens and it normally takes a second or two to capture the image which will be used for matching or 

verification.  

The inside mechanism of Dr John Daugman strategy can be best explained by the information at US’s Federal 

Government group on Biometrics website [14] and by the man himself, Dr Daugman in his Technical Reports 

on Biometrics at University of Cambridge, UK computer lab, which can be found at [15]. One such report text is 

extracted on Iris Recognition tutorial at ICDRI (International Central for Disability Resources on internet 

website [16] on iris Recognition, which I will be taking into consideration while summarizing the approach 

taken into iris biometry. However the technical method is explained in his invited paper “How Iris Recognition 

Works” at IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, Vol. 14, NO. 1, January 2004 [17]. 

US Biometric.gov explains that before the image capture, localization of the landmark sights of an eye should 

be made carefully by the system because the quality of the captured image extraction depends upon it [14]. 

These landmark features allows the system to isolate the iris portion of an eye while capturing the image and 

later extract the desired portion [14]. As per the fig [3], localization of the eyelids boundaries and the iris is 

marked by a white line. 
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Fig [3] Localization of the Iris [17] 

The localized iris is then further divided into segments known as phasors (vectors) [14]. Each phasor contains 

the information about its location and the spatial frequency to let us know what is it [14]. This technique of 

division is implemented by using 2D Gabor wavelet filters [14]. The information collected from phasors helps 

to map the digital code known as IrisCodes [14]. 

The IrisCode is a mathematical expression, obtained by encoding the extracted phasors of the Iris patterns 

[16]. Figure 3 shows the physical representation of an IrisCode as a bar-coded like bit stream, at the top left 

corner of the picture. 

Dr Daugman explains the recognition in his research paper, "High confidence Visual Recognition of Persons by 

a Test of Statistical Independence” (year 1993) by comparing the two IrisCodes [14][19]. He found out that the 

two codes should be different if they passed the statistical independence test, which can be found by knowing 

the difference between the bytes of those two IrisCodes [19][14]. This difference can be calculated by using 

the Hamming Distance technique [14][19].The distance difference between the two IrisCodes bytes should be 

more than one third upon comparison[19]. If the hamming distance difference is less than one-third than the 

two IrisCodes are said to be of the same iris, thus failing the statistical significance test, as explained in his 

research paper [19]. 

4.1.3 FAR and FRR Table 

As per the paper, Iris Recognition Technology for Improved Authentication published at SANS Institute Reading 
Room site that False Accepting Rate and False Rejecting Rate of Iris Recognition is: 

 

Hamming Distance False Accept Probability False Reject Probability 

0.28 1 in 1012 1 in 11,400 

0.29 1 in 1011 1 in 22,700 

0.30 1 in 6.2 billion 1 in 46,000 

0.31 1 in 665 million 1 in 95,000 

0.32 1 in 81 million 1 in 201,000 

0.35 1 in 295,000 1 in 2.12 million 

0.37 1 in 12,300 1 in 11.3 million 

  
Fig [4] Hamming Distances & Error Probabilities [28] 
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4.1.4 Implementations 

 At Airports 

After the 9-11, 2001 attacks, security at the airports have been given top priority and it has been made sure 

that no de-duplication takes place and a passenger with false information is not allowed to enter a plane. The 

passenger can himself go to a biometric kiosk and upon identification through an iris scan, he is allowed to 

proceed through the automated barriers for the boarding pass, limiting the usage of passport and speeding up 

the boarding process. 

The UK border agency has implemented IRIS (Iris Recognition Immigration System) for entering UK at some of 

other airports like Heathrow terminals, Manchester, Birmingham, and Gatwick [22].   

UAE’s Expellee Tracking and Border Crossing Control System is using IrisGuard's Homeland Security Border 

Control, an iris scan system throughout its land, all the airports and seaports since 2001 [23]. As per the 

airport review document written by Dr Daugman and Imad Malhas in 2004, no false acceptance rate has been 

reported despite of 2.7 billion iris comparisons daily that time [23] and more than 9500 people have been 

apprehended upon reentering UAE with fake documents [23]. As per Wikipedia the number of people caught 

has been increased to 330,000 to date [24]. 

Similar iris scan implementations are at US and Canadian airports under the program NEXUS and CANPASS Air 

[24] and at many international airports of various countries, notably in the Netherlands at Schipol airport, 

Frankfurt airport Germany. Singapore Border Agency uses Iris scanning in their border check points as well. 

 National/ Social Security IDs 

Iris as a biometric identification system is just not limited to the developed nations but it is quickly getting 

adopted by developing countries as well.  

India’s UID Program 

India in 2010 has launched an ambitious program of providing more than 1 billion of their population with a 

unique Identification number known as UID linked with biometric details [26]. Those biometric details will be 

based on finger prints and iris for achieving important property uniqueness and accuracy so that they can 

eliminate redundancy records from their huge database and simplify the authentication process especially for 

their poor residents, who may lack various identification documents [26].  

The report presented by their committee on Biometrics under UIDAI (Unique Identification Authority of India) 

concluded that using Iris technology with finger prints will achieve 95% of the accuracy although they had the 

option of using face recognition with the finger prints [26]. But with face and finger scanning, there is a slight 

risk of false accepting and with the population of more than 1 billion, that slight FAR will yield a huge number 

of FAR which can be in hundreds of thousands [26]. 
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Iris Project in Pakistan 

Pakistani Govt. with the help of UNHCR used iris scan and tracking technology to enroll more 1.3 million 

Afghan refugees after 9-11 to distribute aid and money for repatriation project [24][25]. 1:N comparison with 

1.3 million Iris codes used to take 1.5 sec approx [24][25]. The system used to identify the refugees on their 

next attempt and it was made sure that no one was paid twice [24][25]. 

Mexico’s Social Security System 

In 2009, Mexico just before India, decided to include biometrics details in their social security program. They 

implemented Iris along with finger prints [26]. 

 Physical Access 

Iris Scanners have been used as a means of providing access in heavy security zones, especially hand held Iris 

scanning devices are used by US Army in Iraq and Afghanistan [24]. Google has also deployed Iris scanners at 

their data centers and so as many companies [24]. 

 Others 

Julia Angwin in her blog, Iris Recognition: the New Fingerprinting?, from The Wall Street Journal blog section 

quotes AOptix Technologies Inc. that the company has developed the iris scanning technology that can capture 

an image from as far as 32 feet but still not rolled out yet [20]. They have installed iris scanners at US airports 

and border crossing with 6 feet limit [20]. She further quotes Hoyos Group, a leading biometrics solutions and 

service provider company that they will be releasing their products which can scan up to 30 feet [20]. So with 

the advancement of technology, Iris scanning is getting more sophisticated and improved. 

National Geographic’s famous Afghan girl was also identified by her Iris patterns scanning using Dr Daugman 

algorithms after 18 years [27]. 

 

Fig [5] National Geographic Afghan Girl [27] 

4.1.5 Limitations 

Although iris recognition is no doubt one of the most desirable ways of identification to date, it too has some 

limitations rather I will say concerns being a relatively new technology. Some of them are: 
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 A blind person may have difficulty for adjusting himself before an iris scanner [16]. Similarly a 

Nystagmus eye problem with some people may cause difficulty for a stable image [16]. 

 Iris scan camera should have correct illumination environment for the quality image [28]. 

 Problem for wheel chair bounded people. Normally fixed iris scanners are located at some height for 

better light issues and convenience [16]. But this may be a problem for such people when we talk 

about convenience. 

4.1.6 Products 

Iridian Technologies has the exclusive international patents for the product technology behind the iris 

recognition methods [28]. Iridian then license the other companies to develop the products using Iridian 

technology [28]. These companies includes Panasonic, LG electronics, OKI etc as their core product partners 

while the other international partners can be read in Iridian website at [28][29]. As per [29] there are many 

companies using Iridian technology for Iris recognition products but in this thesis, I will be focusing on Iridian 

products only since they hold the world share market in this technology. 

Penny Khaw from SANS Institute divides Iridian products into three areas, in his SANS Security Essentials 

(GSEC) Practical Assignment in the year 2002 [28]. They are physical access, Information security and 

authentication server [28]. 

 Physical Access 

For physical access environments Iridian collaborated with LG electronics to develop IrisAccess system for 

authenticating a user [28]. Dr Duagman algorithms were used for the automated recognition with the precise 

high resolution cameras manufactured by LG for the image platform [28]. The first such system was 

introduced in the year 1999, named as the LG IrisAccess 2200 [30]. The second roll out with better user 

interface, cost effective and robust processing, was released in 2001, named as IrisAccess3000 [30]. It was also 

developed for a single eye scan. This was known as the second generation of such systems [30]. Today’s 

system, IrisAccess 4000, is called the third generation of Iris recognition scanners [30]. See, fig [6], for the 

fourth generation Iris Access devices. 

 

Fig [6] IrisAccess3000 [30] 

For airports, Eye Ticket Cooperation developed a system known as EyeTicket for authenticating passengers 

[28]. This speeds up the boarding process by avoiding the long queues with minimum identification manual 
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check up. UAE national Iris system has a special recognition system installed at all of their airports, sea ports 

and border check points, known as the Iris Farm, developed by Imad Malhas of IrisGaurd Inc.[23]. Iris Farm, 

distributed network architecture, uses Daugman algorithms and LG electronics for camera hardware [23]. 

 Authentication Server 

KnoWho™ is Iridian’s authentication and records storing server where the images are the user information is 

stored [28]. On enrollment it simply saves the user image against his information but on verification process, if 

the system detects a match, then it provide the unique identification number which is linked with the user 

personnel information [28]. 

 Information Security 

For office environments, a system Panasonic Authenticam™, using iris recognition software, PrivateID™, 
developed by Iridian Technologies is there to minimize the issues related to passwords, PINs etc [28]. Only 
authenticated user is allowed to access files, folders, PCs, software’s etc especially in places likes datacenters 
[28]. 
 

4.1.7 Attacks on Iris Recognition 

 Iris recognition can be vulnerable to fake images. One such attack was demonstrated by University of Madrid 

students, in their paper “Direct attacks using fake images in iris verification” [35]. What they did is that they 

created a several fake image templates from a real Iris database [35]. Then they took their prints out and 

tested them by trying them out in front of iris sensor [35]. Those fake images were taken out with high 

precision as explained in their paper. The results show that the system was quite vulnerable to direct attacks 

that are exposing the system to a fake eye [35]. To counter such attacks, they emphasized the use of liveness 

detection procedures such as iris scanners may vary the light thrown into an eye and notice the pupil dilation 

[35]. 

 
4.1.8 Iris Market Share and Future Tends 

Acuity Market Intelligence is a research consultancy company, dealing with biometrics and automated 

Identification technology market growths and future prospects [31]. On April 11, 2007 they presented their 

findings regarding Iris recognition current market value and future forecast [32]. As per their prediction, Iris 

recognition technology will be preferred more over other biometry methods and its market share will increase 

by every passing year [32]. The reasons they gave was the increase in sophistication of the technology and 

minimum interaction of the user with the system, in fact nothing in most of the cases, which will be more 

considered as more convenient [32]. Also with the expiration of Daugman patent this year, more companies 

will launch their iris recognition algorithms paving way for others in this field.  

Acuity Market Intelligence presented their predicated graphs from 2007 onwards to 2020 on Iris recognition 

market share in their report [32]. Some of those graphs are:  
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Fig [7] Iris Recognition Forecast [32] 

From 7% of international share in 2007, iris recognition market share is expected to be double almost by 2015, 

as per their graph in figure 8: 

 

Fig [8] Iris Recognition Forecast Market Share [32] 
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4.2 Fingerprint  

4.2.1 History 

Fingerprint has a long history. There have been finger print templates found from the ancient ruins of Babylon 

and in Egypt. Modern day fingerprinting is based on the Henry Classification System which dates back to mid 

19th century where fingerprint was used for the first time as a means of identification in India [40]. In 1892 

British mathematician and scientist, Sir Francis Galton developed a finger identification methodology and 

proposed set points, known as Galton points which later formed the basis of modern finger print recognition. 

He studied the tiny ridges, which are the unique patterns of loops, arches, whorls formed on our finger. These 

unique ridges are now known as minutiae which are analyzed for finger recognition [36]. 

The study of finger patterns is called as dactyloscopy and to analyze the unique minutiae, you need to be a 

dactyloscopic expert.  During the middle of the 20th century it used to take hours and hours of manual work to 

analyze these ridges but with the advent of computer technology, automated finger print recognition really 

got kicked on. In 1960’s, American FBI decided to automate their manual finger print methods under a 

program, “Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS) and by 1970’s it led to the development of 

finger print scanner prototypes [37]. Along with the collaboration of the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST), they were able to develop a matching algorithm, M40 for fast searching [38]. By 1981, AFIS 

scanners started to get deployed for their practical use but solely used by the law and enforcement agencies 

[36]. Later other countries started to develop their own automated finger print recognition systems with the 

advancement of technology as finger print recognition methods was widely used commercially like for access 

login, physical security and other application usage. 

4.2.2 Recognition Mechanism  

Fingerprints are generally analyzed by the image formed by the finger ridges and minutiae on contact with the 

sensor [36]. The information gathered for the identification and recognition process are the ridge paths such 

as its ending and bifurcations location [36]. See the Figure for complete finger print information [11]: 

 

Fig [11] Fingerprint Information [36] 

German Institute of Graphic Data processing, Fraunhofer, in their study “Evaluation of Fingerprint Recognition 

Technologies” conducted in 2004, splits the identification process into 3 parts, i.e. [39]: 
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 Fingerprint Scanning 

 Fingerprint Classification 

 Fingerprint Comparison 

The first part is the fingerprint scanning, which is processing of the acquired finger print image. Traditionally a 

finger print image is obtained through a color print, that is, by rolling the inked/colored finger on the paper to 

have an image of the finger ridges [39]. Then this image is scanned digitally for further analysis in later steps. 

However, color print methods are not so feasible in terms of automated access control and they are generally 

slow [39]. So now, more robust form of sensors being used for capturing a live finger print image. The 

hardware of such sensors can be optical, thermal, electrical field, ultrasound, capacitive sensors etc. These 

sensors will be discussed later in the section ‘products’. 

In the second part, a finger print is classified with a user’s unique finger pattern lines classified into loops, 

whorls and arches [39]. A finger print is identified with the analysis of the formation of these loops, whorls and 

arches. See the figure [12] for their graphical representation. These lines were classified by the Henry 

classification method until replaced by ridge flow classification approaches [40].  

 

 

Figure [12] loops, Arches, Whorls [41] 

In the last part, fingerprint comparison, images are compared through an algorithm. Two methods are usually 

used in the comparison process, image processing and minutiae matching [36] [44]. Image processing simply 

matches the extracted image with the other while the minutiae based methods analyze all the points as 

described in the figure 11. IDTECK in their white paper on finger recognition describes finger recognition 

algorithm in a block diagram in the figure [13]. 
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Fig 13 Fingerprint Classification through an Algorithm [44] 

 

4.2.3 Fingerprint Performance Evaluation 

Fingerprint verification systems performance is often evaluated in terms of False Accept Rate (FAR) and False 
Reject Rate (FRR). FAR is the chance of matching the unauthorized finger print with a template already in the 
system while FRR means the denying the legitimate user by the system. By increasing the FAR, FRR can be 
lowered and vice verse. For example in highly sensitive places where FAR is not tolerated at all, FRR is 
increased hence a tradeoff between the two is normally desired to make a perfect system as per the today’s 
technology. However the system is further being scrutinized to even eliminate a slight proportion of FAR and 
FRR. Various tests and performance evaluations are being done by the world’s leading biometric authorities 
like NISTs, German Fraunhofer every now and then.  
 
Raffaele Cappelli, Dario Maio, Member, IEEE, Davide Maltoni, Member, IEEE, James L. Wayman, and Anil K. 
Jain, Fellow, IEEE in their distinguished IEEE paper Performance Evaluation of Fingerprint Verification Systems 
on 2006, Jan, compared various pattern comparison algorithms , testing protocols by obtaining fingerprint 
data from 30 volunteers [42]. Their readings can be read at [42]. Similar research conducted by the Institute of 
Graphic Data processing, Fraunhofer can be read at [39]. 
 
DigitalPersona, in their whitepaper Guide to Fingerprint Recognition stated that their pattern matching 
algorithm provides 0.01% FAR and 1.4% FRR [41]. Although their algorithm does take dirty readings into 
account correctly, still there were few exceptions. One such reason for FRR is of almost unreadable ridge lines 
due to physical inadequacy [41]. 
 
So generally fingerprint recognition has 0.1 % FAR and 1-3% FRR, as per the practice of today [26]. However 
this can be further reduced by fusion methods. In fusion methods, multiple impressions of the same finger are 
taken and combined together to form a new image and then matched with the required one. This minimizes 
the fault errors farther and makes the reading more accurate. 
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In 2006, Dec 8th 12 vendors participated in the US Government NIST Fingerprint SDK Testing where their 
algorithms were tested on large databases such as US-Mexico border crossing and US Visa applications [43]. 
Some of their readings in terms of FAR and FRR are given below: 
 

 
 

Fig 14 FAR and FRR findings by NIST [43] 
 

4.2.4 Implementation 

The main application of fingerprints is known as AFIS (Automated Fingerprint Identification System) which is 

mainly used for forensic, criminal inquiry, border check, bank cheques, passport etc. One of the largest and 

exclusive usages of fingerprint biometry is done by American FBI since 1970’s. Now known as the Integrated 

Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS), it is a national biometric and criminal record system with 

having more than 70 million subjects in their master files [46]. However the system will be phased out by their 

new program known as, Next Generation Identification (NGI)which is to be developed by Lockheed Martin 

[47]. NGI along with the advance capabilities of finger print recognition will incorporate other biometry 

techniques like palm print, face and iris recognition [47]. Besides this, finger print is nearly used by all the 

countries to collect biometric data for identification purpose. 

4.2.5 Attacks on Fingerprint recognition 

One of the common attacks against finger print recognition method is  

Gummy Fingers 

In 2002, Japanese researcher Tsutomu Matsumoto and his colleagues shook the biometric security world 

when they demonstrated the use of fake gummy fingers to authenticate the users 80% of the time [48]. They 

created an artificial finger print through soft molded plastic which formed a fingerprint while pressing the 

finger on it. The fake gummy finger print worked with most of the finger scanning devices raising serious 

doubt against the method [48].  
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4.2.6 Limitations 

 Finger print has slightly larger FRR, and for a large population fingerprinting can be a problematic issue 

since the cost of re enrolling residents by going back will be definitely higher. 

 3% False Rejecting Rate among one thousand people will yield at least 30 FRR cases which at times is 

not desirable. 

 Dirty fingers, scars may lead to a wrong reading. 

4.2.7 Products 

Fingerprint biometric products are mainly based on optical, capacitive, ultrasound, thermal, electrical sensors. 

Most common types of sensors are optical sensors which use light to obtain the image as the finger print casts 

its image through a prism which detects the reflection of light through ridges and valleys. The light produced 

by the optical sensors is generated by the LED inside the sensor and the camera captures the reflected light 

which has bright spots or dark, depending upon the valleys and ridges [39].  

Optical sensors are usually used for live image scenarios and features 1:1 matching. It can be used for 1:N 

matching as well but the algorithms are designed for limited numbers of users [45]. Applications includes 

access controller, door locks, safes, e- commerce, banks, any password based application etc. One such 

product is FDA01 in the fig 16. A single piece may cost around $500-700 [45]. 

 

Fig 16 FD01 Optical Sensor [45] 

The other sensors are capacitive sensors, which are based on semi conductor chips where a capacitor is 

formed with the contact of a finger with a thin capacitor plate. The measured capacitance may vary because 

the area of valleys and ridged skin [36]. Thermal sensors measure the thermal differentials while ultrasound 

sensors measures through the impedance of sound echoes generated by the sensors upon contact with a 

finger. All these discussed sensors are actually on line based systems. For the alternative off line system, an 

image can be taken on a paper which is later digitized for the recognition by the system [39].  

4.2.8 Market Growth  
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The fingerprint recognition method dominates the biometry market with having more than 50% of the market 

with its all kind of miscellaneous applications, and in this market, AFIS (Automated Fingerprint Identification 

System) shares the biggest chunk. As per the report concluded by Acuity Market Intelligence, in 2007, 

fingerprint total market was about 58% with 33% related to AFIS, and by 2015, finger print market growth will 

be reduced to 31%, as depicted in the figure [8], because of the other competitors like Iris making inroads in 

the market[32] . However, still the fingerprint method will lead the biometric industry due to the increase in 

the volume of its applications. 

Professor Young Bin Kwon from Chung Ang University, Seoul, Korea in his report Biometrics in Asia, year 2009, 

mentioned the steep increase in the volume of fingerprint technology with every passing year and as of today, 

fingerprint nearly have 2/3 of the biometric market worldwide. The statistics below in the figure [17] has been 

taken from his presentation about Biometrics in Asia, where fingerprinting market, in the year 2009 was nearly    

$22800 million (both fingerprint and AFIS) and by 2014 it will be nearly up to $6000 million mark [49]. 

 

Fig [17] Market Volume by Technology [49] 

He further points out that the emerging market in Asia will be Far East, India and the Middle East [49]. 

4.3 Face Recognition 

4.3.1 History 

Before automation, the face recognition method was conducted by measuring the distances of ear, nose, eye, 

mouth, shade of hairs from the common reference point which required lots of manual precision. In 1971, 

Goldstein AJ, Harmon, L.D.  Lesk, A.B proposed 22 specific facial markers which were later standardized for 

computerized recognition. Their study concluded that out of those 22 features, 6 of them make an individual 

face unique among 255 of the tested faces in their work [50]. However still most of the work required manual 

work. Then in 1991, Mathew Turk and Alex Pentland, from MIT, proposed a simple automated recognition 

mechanism by dividing the face image into different sets of eigenfaces, based on the characteristics features 

[51]. The concept of using the eigenfaces from eigenvectors was first introduced by Sirovich and Kirby I 1987. 

Detection was made, by comparing the position of the marked features in those eigenfaces [51]. Those 

marked features were derived from information theory that is, coding and decoding [51]. Their work formed 

the bases of today’s real-time face recognition through the use of eigenvectors. 

4.3.2 Recognition Mechanism 

There are various approaches towards facial recognition mechanisms. The PCA (Principle Component Analysis) 

was the first such one which founded the automated facial technique for the first time. PCA is based on 

eigenfaces, derived from the original image on the basis of special features. PCA technique is also described as 
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geometric based recognition. The other one can be termed as photometric, which I will be discussing a bit 

later. 

Talking about features, they can be mouth, nose, eyes, and hairline, having a relative distance from a 

reference point and in between them which reduce into multiple eigenfaces [51]. These features are called 

Principle Components and they are extracted from an original image by the means of a special computation 

technique known as PCA [51]. All these resultant eigenfaces formulate into an original face and by going into a 

reverse order, we can also construct eigenfaces through the actual face image. Every eigenface has a certain 

weight, based on the special feature presence in that particular eigenface image and the sum of all the 

weights of the eigenfaces leads to the accuracy of the original image. If the total sum of weight is high it 

means that the feature is matching, thus resulting in better matching else vice versa [51]. The PCA tool helps 

in reducing the dimensions by compression techniques in subsequent eigenface patterns, which clears the 

unwanted data [51]. 

 

Fig [18] Eigenfaces [52] 

Some of the other known approaches for facial recognition are LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) and EBGM 

(Elastic Bunch Graph Matching). In the LDA approach, an image is divided into multiple samples which are than 

statistically matched with the known samples. The samples are obtained by combining the linear features into 

one image and later that image is further classified for more samples, thus resulting in the reduction of 

unwanted dimensions and variants.  

EBGM is another approach for facial recognition which takes non linear characteristics like light, expression, 

pose etc into consideration as well. In this technique, the face image is dynamically divided by Gabor wavelets 

into nodes forming grids [52].  Each node is a Gabor jet function which describes the image around it with a 

Gabor filter. Recognition is done by analyzing the similarities of Gabor filters on those Gabor nodes [52]. 
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Fig [19] Elastic Bunch Graph Matching [52] 

Let’s see a summarized form of template generation for the recognition in a simplified flow chart during a real 

time scenario. 

 

Fig [20] Template Generation [53] 

 

4.3.3 Face Recognition Evaluation  

Since the technology is yet not perfected, the face recognition method is constantly under evaluation analysis 

but it is getting matured with new computational techniques.  3D imagery and more sophisticated recognition 

algorithms have really improved the technology with respect to FAR and FRR. American NIST in 2006 

organized the Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) , Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) 2006 where the 

technology was tested from different vendors like Cognitec, Toshiba, Viisage and the increasing improvements 

in the technology as compared with the same studies concluded in 2002 was noted. The report FRVT indicated 

sharp decline in FAR since 1993 to 2006. For 0.001 FAR, FRR was noted as in the figure [21] 

http://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/ig/frgc.cfm
http://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/ig/frvt-2006.cfm
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Fig [21] FRR to FAR ratio [55] 

4.3.4 Limitations 

Apart from inaccuracy at times, the face recognition method may have problems with the picture variation 

especially the 2D image systems where a face should be upright without any pose variation. 3D is much more 

accurate when it comes to handling the variation, but the acquisition equipment is much more expensive than 

the 2D. 

The other problem in facial recognition is background light, and shadows especially in 2D images while in 3D, it 

normally takes time to construct the model image. 

4.3.5 Attacks 

Duplicate Picture or Video clip 

In early systems, facial recognition was easy to deceive by using a picture or a video clip of the victim for facial 

detection. However with the advancement in the technology and increasing liveness for image acquisition, this 

kind of attacks is easily prevented.  

Impersonation 

It can be done through plastic surgery or a sophisticated mask. Idea was conceived in Hollywood movies, 

Faceoff and Mi2. 

4.3.6 Products 

Some of the leading facial recognition companies are Cognitec, ZKSoftware, Face First etc. FaceFirst in their 

website mentions that their automated system sends alerts in the form of sms, mms or can generate any 
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protocol upon the identification of any subject.  The identification can be made with their tracking surveillance 

video cameras [54].  
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Chapter 5: General Assessment 

 

Information security plays a very vital role in today’s world. Traditional security measures includes passwords, 

tokens, smart cards etc but they are not always dependable, in fact they can be stolen, cracked, manipulate 

with quite an ease for malicious activity. So for the same, new technology in the form of biometrics is used for 

confidentiality, integrity and authentication. In this concluding chapter, I will be discussing and comparing 

different biometrics technologies like in which conditions or environments any particular biometric is 

preferable. Also by comparing their limitations and security attacks on them and finally their market value and 

future work. Much of the material, per every technique has been discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4 but in 

this chapter, emphasis will be made more on the selection of biometric technique as per requirement and 

how these different methods have evolved. 

There is no standard criterion for explicitly selecting any particular biometric technique for any particular 

application. The parameters can be their error rates, cost from implementation to maintenance, performance, 

ease of use, as well as the acceptability level among the general public. Some major applications are:  

5.1 Access Control 

Physical security normally revolves around access locks/systems where the main purpose is to permit only 

legitimate users to pass through and restrict it with the unauthorized user. Biometrics allows efficient and 

more secure protection than traditional passwords or RFID cards with hierarchical structure of maintaining 

records. Such locks are located in simple residential homes to highly sensitive installations like nuclear plants, 

top secret army testing centers, labs. Other confidential and restricted areas include data centers or any 

Government office where the authorization is very much private.  

Here when we talk about the nuclear plants or any top secret installations then we are assuming some highly 

confidential site where only an authorized person is allowed to pass through and the security breach is just not 

acceptable. For such scenario, one won’t mind to have an expensive biometric installation over almost 

negligible FAR and FRR. So the recognition techniques iris and retina suits the best under such scenario where 

the FAR is almost 0. The other close suggestion can be the finger prints but still it has 0.1% FAR and up to 3% 

FRR which is not desirable for highly sensitive site where even one wrong entry into the installation can prove 

to be a disaster. Now for IT physical security in data centers where again, authorization to the rightful user is 

very vital to avoid any kind of integrity violation, which can lead to loss of financial revenues, finger prints 

authorization just fits the case because of its robustness, ease of use, interoperability and unlimited number of 

users without remembering passwords or Ids.  

5.2 E-commerce  

Credit card, master, debit cards identity theft is ever rising and has caused millions to the industry and the 

users generally, so many ATM companies or point of sale (POS) terminals have integrated biometrics to 

identify the card holder. The ideal technologies for recognition can be either facial or fingerprint. For iris 
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sometimes you may need an operator to guide you for the iris image since you are required to make sure that 

you are not that far from the sensor and looking right into the frame. However with advancement in the 

technology, real time iris image capture from reasonable distance is under development. But for now, finger 

prints or facial recognition are ideal choice for ATMs, point of sale terminals authentication. Similarly, voice 

biometrics can be adopted to verify the caller for secure telephonic/cellular service. 

5.3 National/Social IDs 

Nearly all the countries around the world uses biometrics data of every citizen for the issuing of national or 

any kind of social id cards. The selection of the human interface has always been the point of debate that 

which biometric type is much more appropriate in terms of acquisition and error rate. Most of the countries 

uses only fingerprint recognition associated with the id cards but now iris technology has been coupled up 

with the fingerprints to overcome the little FAR in finger prints. As we have discussed in chapter 4 that 

fingerprints does have 0.1% FAR and 3 % FRR which is not feasible with the records in millions since with this 

% of error rates, the FAR and FRR will yield a huge number and at the same time, acquisition of the data again 

won’t be cost effective. So it’s always better to use the dual biometric technology. This dual usage of 

technology is called as multi model biometrics. Also there are other advantages of using multi model systems 

that the limitations and attacks of one system will be covered by the other biometry. Like in the case of 

physical disability or simply faking one. However, the implementation may be a bit expensive for medium size 

group but then again, it’s just one time investment. 

5.4 Surveillance  

What’s make facial recognition so special for surveillance is the non intrusiveness in nature where user can be 

identified from reasonable distance through high resolution cameras. Law and enforcement agencies use 

facial recognition extensively for passive surveillance. 

5.5 Market Growth 

Fingerprints recognition has the biggest share in biometric industry and almost 60% of the biometry 

applications use fingerprints however iris technology is quickly emerging as the most dependable and leading 

recognition technology along with fingerprints and it expected to grow by 50% by 2015. Also the figure [8] 

indicates the rise of other biometric methods in future like signature, facial, voice recognition etc however iris 

will get a major push and along with fingerprints, it is all set to dominate biometric industry for next 7-8 years. 

There are other emerging recognition biometric methods as well like DNA but it is used explicitly only for 

confirming heavily mutilated bodies. As per Acuity Market Intelligence report, total biometric industry market 

in 2007 was $1450 million and by 2015 it has been forecasted to touch nearly $10,000 million [32].  
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Fig [22] Biometric Industry Revenues ($m USD) 2007 -2015 [32] 

Also Acuity Market Intelligence report predicted the overall biometrics industry forecast by region to be as the 

figure [23] where Asia Pacific region will have the major share in biometrics.  

 

Fig [23] World Wide Market share by 2015 [32] 

 

5.6 Future Implementations   

Biometrics has quickly changed the information security world by introducing biological and behavioral 

aspects of a human, for authentication and identification. This has not only simplified the means of verification 

but also turned out to be more robust. Technological advancement is making biometrics systems more 

sophisticated by escalating performance parameters. From high end applications soon biometrics will be 

under consumer control. For now acquisitions sensors or devices are relatively big but in nearby future they 

Europe, Middle East , 
Africa 29%  

North America 26% 

Asia Pacific 34% 

South America 11% 
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will be embedded in small capturing devices in fact biometrics recognition systems will even be integrated 

with personnel devices like cellular devices or in our cars to avoid theft. Some of the future upcoming 

biometrics implementations can be pervasive computing, biometric authorization for financial transactions, 

automated voting. 

Automated voting can be verifying your identity through biometric application like finger print etc, reducing 

the chance of fraud voting similarly bigger achievement can be remote online voting system where the voter 

may not required being there at the specific voting spot rather, he can cast his vote from anywhere through a 

biometric system present nearby his home, office etc. For that the system should become more robust and 

interconnected for having authorization from remote location. This advancement of networking and 

biometrics integration will also encourage more voters to vote with ease. Also remote voting can be possible 

through keystrokes biometric technology where a user can vote online by downloading keystroke collecting 

software and cast the vote. The software will collect the keystrokes typing pattern from his normal laptop/PC 

keyboard and analyze it for the recognition.  

Another future use of biometrics can be in the field of pervasive computing. Pervasive computing is the 

internetwork between information system devices communicating each other for multiple applications. 

Nowadays sensors are deployed everywhere, be it in home appliances or in our cars, banks etc. Authorization 

for some task may require confirmation of the identity and this can be done through the usage of biometrics 

in a pervasive network. Besides these all, greater focus will be on the better performance and reduction of 

error rates especially in facial recognition. More and more vendors are introducing their algorithms for 

accurate matching and coming up with cost effective and user friendly detection sensors so biometrics 

industry will only going to increase. 

5.7 Conclusion 

Main goal of the thesis was evaluation of different biometric techniques by first understanding them and later 

discussing their pros and cons. In this work, iris, fingerprint and facial recognition were discussed in detail in 

chapter 3 and chapter 4. First chapter was generally about the biometric systems that why they are in need. 

Chapter 2 was about the technical aspects of the biometric systems while in chapter 3, different biometrics 

was discussed briefly. Chapter 4 deeper studies with respect to technical details, their applications, limitations, 

attacks, market value of Iris, facial and fingerprint recognition systems. In the last chapter, general assessment 

of these techniques were discussed that in which situation and environment, which biometric method is 

preferable. Finally future of biometrics and possible implementations was also discussed  
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